OPTIONAL PACKING OF STEEL SHEETS IN BUNDLES ON WOODEN PALLETS

ON DEMAND, SIDASTICO CAN PACK STEEL SHEETS IN BUNDLES STRAPPED TO WOODEN PALLETS

The packing of steel sheets in bundles strapped to wooden pallets made by nailed transversal and longitudinal timbers can be provided by Sidastico on demand.

Such packing method implies:
- possible additional leadtime on the production of the sheets
- additional costs on standard prices (pls. check with your Sidastico Sales Manager)
- weight of each bundles between 2 and 4 tons, based on thickness and length of the plates

Kindly note that this optional packing method does not include any side/strap protections nor any other type of wrapping and that the weight of all packing materials and timbers is always invoiced as shipping weight.